A series of monthly online meetings:

- enabling networking and learning for a fairer, regenerative world

42 members in 17 European countries
●
●
●
●
●
●

learning !
action !
advocacy !
exchange !
cooperation !
knowledge development !

In this Session:
●
●
●
●
●

Why Communities for Future?
Who is here today?
What is Communities for Future?
Group discussion
Summary & Invitations

●
●
●
●

Chat
Mentimeter
Google Slides
Recording

Breakout
rooms
How do we enable
meaningful and
powerful
collaboration on
community-led
climate action?

○
○
○
○

25 min
4-6 people
Facilitator, Notekeeper, Presenter
Collective notes on Google Slides

And how do we
bring people
with us?

●
●
●
●

Personal - Organizational - Societal
Local - National - European - Global
Marginal - Mainstream
Head - Heart - Hands

●

Communities for Future as a context

1. Community kitchen
Discuss
How do we enable
meaningful and
powerful
collaboration on
community-led
climate action?

Deﬁne group roles
●
●
●

Appoint a facilitator who holds space for an
inclusive, focused and fruitful discussion for all
Appoint a notekeeper who takes notes on this
slide
Appoint a presenter, who has the skill to share
concisely the outcomes of your discussion in the
plenary (note: ensure consent to recording)

When discussing, you may
consider the following
aspects
And how do we
bring people with
us?

●
●
●
●

Personal - Organizational - Societal
Local - National - European - Global
Marginal - Mainstream
Head - Heart - Hands

●

Communities for Future as a context

1. Community
kitchen

How do we enable meaningful and powerful collaboration
on community-led climate action?
And how do we bring people with us?

●
●

Notes
●
●
●
●

Facilitator: Davie
Notekeeper: Anastasia
Presenter for plenary: Anastasia
Other participants in the group:

●
●

●

Annapurna, Vanessa H, Anastasia,
Luna, Justin, Davie
●
●

●
●

Power of dialogue: being inclusive; engaging people, participation,
building community - especially marginal voices outside our circles
Facilitate translation to raise availability of resources, and increase
inclusivity
People having a degree a control, giving people responsibilities as
they usually rise to the challenges, otherwise they pull back
Get personal contact, visit places, communities, participate in projects
such as erasmus plus (get the embodied/hands on experience of
various communities and projects) - to make it more sustainable,
creates strong bonds with people; need for trust, common purpose,
shared values
We also need to accelerate & mainstream - at international level/EU
commission level we need to stop visiting places, but rather use the
collaborative tools we have to impact policy; encourage system-bases
thinking
Stuck on skype - not very imaginative on using collaborative tools
Join together all these different platforms for collaborative working,
- interoperability (protocols that allow platforms to share more easily
amongst themselves) - do not miss opportunity to aggregate data
Lack of trust/control of big data/platforms
Bring together platforms working on different topics, raise awareness
regarding the common goal - cross-fertilize, find a common path to
action as well in a creative way

2. Garden
Discuss
How do we enable
meaningful and
powerful
collaboration on
community-led
climate action?

Deﬁne group roles
●
●
●

Appoint a facilitator who holds space for an
inclusive, focused and fruitful discussion for all
Appoint a notekeeper who takes notes on this
slide
Appoint a presenter, who has the skill to share
concisely the outcomes of your discussion in the
plenary (note: ensure consent to recording)

When discussing, you may
consider the following
aspects
And how do we
bring people with
us?

●
●
●
●

Personal - Organizational - Societal
Local - National - European - Global
Marginal - Mainstream
Head - Heart - Hands

●

Communities for Future as a context

How do we enable meaningful and powerful collaboration
on community-led climate action?
And how do we bring people with us?

2. Garden
Notes
●
●
●
●

Facilitator: Georgia
Notekeeper: Izabela
Presenter for plenary: Georgia
Other participants in the group:
Artur, Anna, Klara, Tom, Dhuti

●
●

●
●

●

●

●

●

Important for local authorities to bring opportunities to citizens - e.g. through
events and providing information
Action needs to come from citizens, but local authorities can help support and
facilitate community groups, as well as make them more visible to the public by
promoting and marketing their work, local authorities as a key actors
Latvian permaculture association includes national ecovillage and transition networks,
to focus mainly on practical actions - most people need actions that can improve their
lives directly, and immediately
Branding important - takes lots of time and energy, outreach work can be more effective
if supported by funds from European and other sources, otherwise grassroots
organisations find it very hard to complete with messaging from better-resourced
groups
To inspire people to think beyond their level, that people can make difference, one
small contribution to a wider network - instagram - inspirational stories
Regarding cooperation - it is not very easy to find open contact, organizations for
cooperation in terms of some specific research projects, they are very hard to find, map
of open contact would be very helpful, access to research data
Focus on communication and social media - add possibilities - ecovillages, transition
towns, how to improve community and make it more ecological, important to reach to
the people
So many ways to create a community - coming together with common goal
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3. Coffee & tea house
Discuss
How do we enable
meaningful and
powerful
collaboration on
community-led
climate action?

Deﬁne group roles
●
●
●

Appoint a facilitator who holds space for an
inclusive, focused and fruitful discussion for all
Appoint a notekeeper who takes notes on this
slide
Appoint a presenter, who has the skill to share
concisely the outcomes of your discussion in the
plenary (note: ensure consent to recording)

When discussing, you may
consider the following
aspects
And how do we
bring people with
us?

●
●
●
●

Personal - Organizational - Societal
Local - National - European - Global
Marginal - Mainstream
Head - Heart - Hands

●

Communities for Future as a context

3. Coffee
& Tea House
Notes
● Facilitator: Iva
● Notekeeper: David
● Presenter for plenary: Dominic
● Participants in the group:
Iva & Dominic in Ireland
Ana Margarida in Lisbon
Lorenzo in France
David in Edinburgh, Scotland
and Luis

How do we enable meaningful and powerful collaboration on community-led climate action?
And how do we bring people with us?

●

??? How do we bring in young people?

●

??? How do we engage a more diverse group of participants?

●

??? How can we support and celebrate sovereignty of many different initiatives?

●

Face to face

●

Make a very simple hook that other people can relate to

●

Be very conscious of the pivot of the pandemic

●

Establish Networks between initiatives

●

Translating the jargon we all use into non-specialist language

●

Identify social / cultural barriers to wider engagement

●

Explore how our demographic is located in wider society - how to widen this

●

What is it that our messages suggest / can we speak plainer about needs

●

Reach out to all including those who e.g. aspire to higher consumption

●

Check out where we are coming from

●

Bring all the learning we have achieved into one place where people can find it

●

Ensure a sense of ownership of the ideas

●

Transparent and REGULAR [weekly?] sharing of ideas

●

Let art and culture lead us!
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4. Dome
Discuss
How do we enable
meaningful and
powerful
collaboration on
community-led
climate action?

Deﬁne group roles
●
●
●

Appoint a facilitator who holds space for an
inclusive, focused and fruitful discussion for all
Appoint a notekeeper who takes notes on this
slide
Appoint a presenter, who has the skill to share
concisely the outcomes of your discussion in the
plenary (note: ensure consent to recording)

When discussing, you may
consider the following
aspects
And how do we
bring people with
us?

●
●
●
●

Personal - Organizational - Societal
Local - National - European - Global
Marginal - Mainstream
Head - Heart - Hands

●

Communities for Future as a context

How do we enable meaningful and powerful collaboration
on community-led climate action?
And how do we bring people with us?

4. Dome
Notes

●

●
●
●

●
●
●
●

Facilitator: Meera
Notekeeper: Maria
Presenter for plenary: Nara
Other participants in the group:
Mahiyai
Pauliina
Morar
ipad

●
●
●

●
●
●

Mahiya: A part of a spiritual community, wanting to understand ecology milieu
better in small groups (in-person or online) to get to know each other better /
create personal connections
Maria: Working with EIT Climate KIC, how to bring together communities,
academics, policy-makers, business- but starts with trust building
Trust could involve linking through similar cultures (eg same nationality)
Communities of Practice: learning through doing and learning from each other’s
experience and improving the practice
Bring together groups which are overlapping, so that they gain a ‘systemic view’
Reach people where they are at (in their own lives / cities etc)
Communities doesn’t mean just intentional communities - we are all part of
communities in our daily lives and we can strengthen collaboration and sense of
belonging within these communities
Legal barriers which do not allow collaboration (eg legal identity)
Finding a common language and commonalities despite of our differences
Trust on personal and institutional level
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5. Tipi
Discuss
How do we enable
meaningful and
powerful
collaboration on
community-led
climate action?

Deﬁne group roles
●
●
●

Appoint a facilitator who holds space for an
inclusive, focused and fruitful discussion for all
Appoint a notekeeper who takes notes on this
slide
Appoint a presenter, who has the skill to share
concisely the outcomes of your discussion in the
plenary (note: ensure consent to recording)

When discussing, you may
consider the following
aspects
And how do we
bring people with
us?

●
●
●
●

Personal - Organizational - Societal
Local - National - European - Global
Marginal - Mainstream
Head - Heart - Hands

●

Communities for Future as a context

5. Tipi
Notes

Ad NL (presenter)
Katharina ● ...
Ronald NL
Sara IE
Sergey RF
Robert (notes)

Shared vision / understanding,
discontent with the current
TV makes
system / situation
us into
zombies,
If you talk about high
not
ambitions, people
discontent
come to you
Storytelling has impact, like with the
Anastasia books had such impact on
people in Russia. If a filmmaker did a
strong story of new values it would
have great impact

How to shift people on the
edge? You are the
pioneers.
- People have different
triggers, some like vision,
others mission, yet others
passion.
Play with all 3 triggers

Concrete issue
to focus on, we
need to be
curious of
other
stakeholders’
experiences

Huge gap in actions /
consciousness
between normal
communities and CfF
communities

Stakeholders with shared vision, such as
using 100% recycled cable. Now the
company is talking about ecovillages
Narratives that emotionally touch people
through future-drive values. Grandchildren
are powerful voices to motivate adults

Change-makers are normally
open and then act

Share Knowledge,
not preaching

You need to hit rock-bottom before
people are willing to take action.

You should just live
the lifestyle as an
example. Others will
follow.
Takes time to get to
the same
understanding. Set
the bar lower to
include all
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6. Sunny terrace
Discuss
How do we enable
meaningful and
powerful
collaboration on
community-led
climate action?

Deﬁne group roles
●
●
●

Appoint a facilitator who holds space for an
inclusive, focused and fruitful discussion for all
Appoint a notekeeper who takes notes on this
slide
Appoint a presenter, who has the skill to share
concisely the outcomes of your discussion in the
plenary (note: ensure consent to recording)

When discussing, you may
consider the following
aspects
And how do we
bring people with
us?

●
●
●
●

Personal - Organizational - Societal
Local - National - European - Global
Marginal - Mainstream
Head - Heart - Hands

●

Communities for Future as a context

6. Sunny
terrace
Notes
●
●
●
●

Facilitator:
Notekeeper:
Presenter for plenary:
Other participants in the group:

How do we enable meaningful and powerful collaboration
on community-led climate action?
And how do we bring people with us?

●
Who was present?
Fran Whitlock (Gen Eu / Ecolise), Fiona Shepherd (Extinction Rebellion), Suzi
Martineau (women reforestation, networker all over the world), Mieke Elzenga
(LiberTerra and Ecolise), Camilla Grankull (Ecolise), Oltiana Rama (PVN,
international volunteering org), André Vizinho (Ecolise)
●

Ideas on how to reach the community

●

Meetings with neighbours on what can we actually do ourselves to make a
better world
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●

Values and ethics are really useful

●

Treat the earth like it is alive and has a heart

●

Meeting people where they are at, recognizing a lot is already there.

●

Not trying to change the people

●

Engaging/attracting people by making what we are doing exciting and cool

●

Making it Relevant.

●

What we need?
○
○

We need good examples to share
We need some money to support and increase our work because
working only as volunteering is not enough

7. Greenhouse
Discuss
How do we enable
meaningful and
powerful
collaboration on
community-led
climate action?

Deﬁne group roles
●
●
●

Appoint a facilitator who holds space for an
inclusive, focused and fruitful discussion for all
Appoint a notekeeper who takes notes on this
slide
Appoint a presenter, who has the skill to share
concisely the outcomes of your discussion in the
plenary (note: ensure consent to recording)

When discussing, you may
consider the following
aspects
And how do we
bring people with
us?

●
●
●
●

Personal - Organizational - Societal
Local - National - European - Global
Marginal - Mainstream
Head - Heart - Hands

●

Communities for Future as a context

7.
Greenhouse
Notes

How do we enable meaningful and powerful collaboration
on community-led climate action?
And how do we bring people with us?

● Knowing the needs of decentralisation - who around me shares values - find others,
establish links, overcome languages. Interaction processes. Engage many media
outlets, mainstream to engage with the big questions, that animate us, make us
move. How to reach out, get others interested? We shy from mainstream, still untapped.
Italian media contact, our reaction was fear. GEN sharing live streams, focus on youth.
A natural continuation, to focus on young generations. using
● Experiences from stages of life. Learning. 3 things: collaboration with communication
- flexibility, learn from others - lessons from failures - be innovative. Media allows
to share stories - newsletters - video - examples of change make us curious. We need
farmers every day, doctor sometimes

●
●
●
●

Facilitator: Riccardo (light)
Notekeeper: Duncan PT
Presenter for plenary: Riccardo IT
Other participants in the group:
Aleksandra SW,
Andjelka, CR (only chat),
Juan ES

● Build alliances, mapping to find others, enable access and contribution, go to others
places projects events, not just our stuff. Allow to evolve, experiment, share the
culture of change. Think that we will win, develop the strategy to get there. The positive
vision changes people, excites and entices others to want to participate in the
adventure. Connecting youth, their tools, spaces, languages, street art, hip hop,
graffiti, instagram..
● V big question, were doing much already. Facing overwhelming climate crises, how to
make bigger impact. How to go beyond our local initiatiive (garden, currency). We lack
shared narrative between movements / initiatives, rather than seeing differences.
Create spaces to identify shared narratives (CfF is doing this). CoPs is a good way
to start. Experimentation.

Summary
from the
Breakout
rooms

DIVERSITY AND CONNECTION
●
Bring in marginal and missing voices - more languages, backgrounds, youth
●
Focusing also on mainstream, not just on alternative groups
●
Using the power of dialogue and participation
●
Meeting people where they are at, listening deeply, respecting different ways, speaking an
understandable language. What is helpful and useful to each one in where they are at?
●
Some are positively triggered by vision, some by mission and others by passion - address
them all
●
Creating spaces to identify shared narratives
●
Building trust and engagement through personal connections
STRUCTURES AND PRACTICES
●
Working in a team of citizens and having a person who keeps the group active
●
Resourcing - not only voluntary based work
●
Joining different platforms
●
Ensuring a sense of ownership of the ideas. Inviting regular engagement and feedback
●
Being ambitious!
●
Role of local authorities is important
CONCRETENESS IS ENGAGING
●
Practical action, possibilities and examples that convince and inspire: showing ways of
doing things, practical embodiments
●
Storytelling for engaging
LIVING VALUES
●
Values -> Ethics -> working practices
●
People who have well being, who are passionate, living their values serve as a magnet

Final
words

●

ECOLISE General assembly 16-18 April - also open for observers
who are not members yet
○

A space for looking at where we have done well and where
we can improve

○

ECOLISE council election - one way for deepening your
connection, bringing in your wisdom and helping to steer our
direction

●

Riccardo: “I joined the council as a very young member with lot of
enthusiasm and little experience. Found out that the ship was in
very good hands. The council is a very accessible space where you
can work with passionate people who know what they are doing.
You can expect to engage with a diverse set of beliefs and
backgrounds - and where yours is very welcome too.”

●

Davie: “We need to bust siloes for having an impact. CfF can
accelerate the impact of the various approaches. “Mission before
organization” - going beyond the egos of our organizations.
Aggregating value, having more impact together.”

The process continues!
Thank you for your questions and input - you
will hear back from us!
Follow us & Join us
●

Communitiesforfuture.org

Join our Collaboration Platform
https://communitiesforfuture.org/collaborate

A series of monthly online meetings:

- enabling networking and learning for a fairer, regenerative world

